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bstract

This work describes a non-linear time-domain model of a direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) and uses that model to show that pulsed-current
oading of a direct methanol fuel cell does not improve average efficiency. Unlike previous system level models, the one presented here is capable
f predicting the step response of the fuel cell over its entire voltage range. This improved model is based on bi-functional methanol oxidation
eaction kinetics and is derived from a lumped, four-step reaction mechanism. In total, six states are incorporated into the model: three states
or intermediate surface adsorbates on the anode electrode, two states for the anode and cathode potentials, and one state for the liquid methanol
oncentration in the anode compartment. Model parameters were identified using experimental data from a real DMFC. The model was applied
o study the steady-state and transient performance of a DMFC with the objective to understand the possibility of improving the efficiency of the

MFC by using periodic current pulses to drive adsorbed CO from the anode catalyst. Our results indicate that the pulsed-current method does

ndeed boost the average potential of the DMFC by 40 mV; but on the other hand, executing that strategy reduces the overall operating efficiency
nd does not yield any net benefit.
ublished by Elsevier B.V.
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. Introduction

Several studies of the transient voltage response of direct
ethanol fuel cells (DMFCs) have been reported. Carrette et

l. discussed a pulsed-current loading method that seemingly
leansed the anode catalyst of accumulated CO, resulting in
voltage response that rose to a peak value as CO adsorbate
as oxidized from the anode catalyst and then slowly relaxed

o a steady-state value as the CO again filled catalyst sites [1].
arrette experimented with a PEM fuel cell fed with hydrogen
as containing CO, but others have reported the same sort of
ransient responses for gas-fed [2] and liquid-fed DMFCs [3,4].
rgyropoulos et al. observed that their fuel cell overshot the
pen-circuit potential by more than 100 mV whenever the load

urrent was suddenly reduced to zero [3], and later observations
y Yoo et al. showed that variations in the size and duration
f the overshoot depend on the size of the current step [5].
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n addition, to discussing the cleansing dynamic occurring at
he anode electrode, some of these researchers have speculated
hat methanol crossover also impacts the transient response of
iquid-fed DMFCs by varying the mixed potential reaction at
he cathode catalyst. However, in a more recent study, Neergat
t al. measured the anode potential against a dynamic hydrogen
lectrode during a pulsed-current sequence and they found that
ost of the voltage transient measured at the terminal of the fuel

ell is due to the response of the anode overpotential [6].
State-of-the-art DMFCs oxidize methanol through a bi-

unctional mechanism that enhances the oxidation rate of CO at
ower anode potentials by using catalysts containing a combina-
ion of platinum and ruthenium [7]. It is generally accepted that
ethanol and hydroxyl adsorption occur independently on sepa-

ate reaction sites, but no firm consensus has been reached on the
eaction mechanics. As a result, several variations of mathemat-
cal models describing the process are reported in the literature.

or instance, Divisek et al. accounted for eight reaction steps,

ncluding a four-step methanol dehydrogenation process and
ual parallel pathways for CO oxidation [8], whereas other
esearchers have been equally successful by simply presuming

mailto:vilar@engr.sc.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2007.03.024
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Nomenclature

A weight for individual steady-state data points
B weight for individual transient data points
c methanol concentration (mol cm−3)
C electrical capacitance (F cm−2)
d duty ratio
D methanol diffusivity in water (cm2 s−1)
ESS error for an entire steady-state curve
ETR error for an entire transient response
Etotal total combined error to be minimized
F Faraday constant (96,485 A s)
�G Gibbs free energy (J mol−1)
i charge transfer rate (A cm−2)
iload external load current (A cm−2)
ileak internal leakage current (A cm−2)
ip parasitic current due to methanol crossover

(A cm−2)
Iload average external load current (A cm−2)
k reaction rate coefficient (mol s−1 cm−2)
K mass transfer coefficient (cm s−1)
L thickness (cm)
p oxygen pressure (bar)
Pa average power dissipated in the anode reaction

(W cm−2)
Pload average power transferred to the external load

(W cm−2)
r reaction rate (mol s−1 cm−2)
R gas constant (8.314 J K−1 mol−1)
T temperature (K)
�T time period of load cycle (s)
u electrical potential (V)
uload external load voltage (V)
Uo ideal open-circuit potential (1.21 V)
Uload average external load voltage (V)
V characteristic length (cm)
WA weight for one entire steady-state curve
WB weight for one entire transient response

Greek symbols
Γ mole density (mol cm−2)
α transfer coefficient
ε porosity
η constant-load steady-state efficiency
ηT periodic-load steady-state efficiency
θ fractional surface coverage
σleak leakage conductance (S cm−2)
σPEM membrane conductance (S cm−2)
τ tortuosity or time constant (s)

Subscripts
0 at standard conditions
a anode
c cathode
f external supply

PEM membrane
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one-step dehydrogenation process and a single pathway for
O oxidation [9–12]. In general, the reaction mechanism can
e described in several condensed variations, with each model
epending on the system context.

The models described above were defined only for steady-
tate conditions; system-level models of DMFCs that apply
nder transient conditions have been scarce. Sundamacher et
l. developed a model to explain the voltage response to step
ariations in the concentrations of methanol fed to the fuel cell.
n order to eliminate the transient adsorption/desorption dynam-
cs of the oxidation reaction, they assumed that the intermediate
eaction steps were in equilibrium. Also, they did not analyze
he voltage response to step changes in current [13]. In a later
tudy, Krewer and Sundmacher replaced the bi-functional oxi-
ation kinetics of the earlier model with a concise two-step
eaction that added a state for adsorbed CO. They used exper-
mental step-response measurements to identify the parameter
alues for a linearized version of their model, but the linearized
odel predicted a peak voltage overshoot that was only one-

enth of the experimental value [14]. In this work, we go beyond
revious system-level models by applying the bi-functional reac-
ion mechanism to develop a mathematical model of the DMFC
hat has sufficient detail to predict the transient response of the
uel cell voltage caused by large step changes of current under
o-load and full-load conditions.

. Theory

.1. Model description

The methanol oxidation reaction can be differentiated into
wo sequential steps. First, the methanol is dehydrogenated in a
rocess that produces stable CO adsorbates on the surface of the
lectrode; then, the adsorbates are oxidized to CO2 and thereby
reed from the surface [7]. On platinum-ruthenium catalysts, the
eaction proceeds through a bi-functional mechanism where the
latinum regions adsorb and dehydrogenate methanol, and the
uthenium regions dissociate H2O into OH groups. The resulting
O and OH adsorbates then react at the boundaries of the two
etals where the intermediates collide.
The entire electrochemical process can be more formally

escribed by the following reaction mechanism:

H3OH ↔ Pt–CH2OH + Hads (1)

t–CH2OH ↔ Pt2–CHOH + Hads (2)
t2–CHOH ↔ Pt3–COH + Hads (3)

t3–COH ↔ COads + Hads (4)

ads ↔ H+ + e− (5)
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2O ↔ OHads + H+ + e− (6)

Oads + OHads ↔ CO2 + H+ + e− (7)

eaction steps (1)–(4), discussed in refs. [7] and [9], describe the
ehydrogenation process of methanol (CH3OH) on platinum, in
hich hydrogen is stripped from methanol in successive steps
ntil a final stable intermediate of COads is formed. Step (5) is the
ydrogen desorption from the catalyst surface, which according
o refs. [9] and [15] is slow at low potentials. The two remaining
teps describe the extraction of OHads from water on ruthenium
nd the subsequent oxidative removal of COads from the surface
f the catalyst; these steps account for only a single pathway for
Oads oxidation, as in ref. [11].

The time-domain model defined here is simplified by lumping
ll of the reactions defined in (1)–(4) into a single step as shown
n (8).

H3OH ↔ COads + 4Hads (8)

his also conveniently reduces the number of otherwise
nknown kinetic parameters. However, as a tradeoff, COads and
ads become ambiguous quantities that encompass intermedi-

tes from the eliminated steps.
The set of rate equations for this lumped reaction mechanism

s defined as follows by assuming Langmuir conditions:

1 = k1

(
ca

co

)
(1 − θCO − θH) (9)

2 = k2θH euaα2F/RT − k′
2(1 − θCO − θH) eua(α2−1)F/RT (10)

3 = k3(1 − θOH) euaα2F/RT − k′
3θOH eua(α3−1)F/RT (11)

4 = k4θCOθOH euaα4F/RT (12)

e describe the adsorption of methanol without charge trans-
er, and so its reaction rate, r1, is expressed without potential
ependence, whereas the remaining three reactions for hydro-
en desorption, r2, water dissociation, r3, and CO oxidation, r4,
re potential-dependent. We further apply the following con-
entional assumptions: the methanol adsorption reaction is first
rder, the activity of water is unity and the charge transfer coef-
cients are symmetrical. The rate expressions above are given

n mol cm−2 s−1, and so the total charge transfer rate in A cm−2

s related through the Faraday constant in (13).

a = F (r2 + r3 + r4) (13)

or simplicity, we take the reference concentration to be unity,
0 = 1 mol L−1, and omit it in the remainder of this document.

The anode electrode is modeled with a total of five state vari-
bles: one state for the fractional coverage of each of the three
dsorbates on the anode catalyst, θCO, θH and θOH, plus states
or the anode overpotential, ua, and the methanol concentration
n the active layer of the anode compartment, c . The dynamic
a
ystem is coupled by the following set of state equations.

Pt
dθH

dt
= 4r1 − r2 (14)

c
r
c
w

er Sources 169 (2007) 276–287

Pt
dθCO

dt
= r1 − r4 (15)

Ru
dθOH

dt
= r3 − r4 (16)

a
dua

dt
= iload + uloadσleak − F (r2 + r3 + r4) (17)

a
dca

dt
= Ka(cf − ca) − KPEMca − r1 (18)

qs. (14)–(16) express mole balances for the adsorbates bonded
o the surface of the catalyst; (17) describes the charge balance
t the anode double layer, including a term for the leakage-
urrent (ileak = uloadσleak); and (18) defines the mole balance
or methanol in the anode compartment. The last state equa-
ion applies to the active region of the electrode and balances
he influx of methanol, its reaction rate at the catalyst, and the
utflux due to methanol crossover.

Methanol crossover describes the process of methanol dif-
using past the anode catalyst layer through small pores in the
olymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) to the cathode, where it
an directly combine with oxygen at the cathode catalyst. This
epresents a parasitic side-reaction that increases polarization
osses and reduces the efficiency of the fuel cell. According to
ohle et al., experiments show that 80–100% of the methanol

eaching the cathode can react there depending on the oper-
ting conditions [16]. In our model, we follow the simplified
pproach of Sundmacher et al. in ref. [13] and presume that all
f the methanol that reaches the cathode reacts instantaneously.
ence, the parasitic reaction rate is limited only by the flux of
ethanol through the PEM. The side reaction causes an equiv-

lent parasitic current load on the cathode electrode, and that
urrent is proportional to the crossover flux,

p = 6F (KPEMca) (19)

n which six electrons are transferred per mole of methanol
onsumed in the side reaction.

This parasitic current is coupled with the system dynamics
hrough the charge balance at the cathode electrode.

c
duc

dt
= iload + uloadσleak + 6F (KPEMca) − ic (20)

ere, uc is the cathode polarization loss and ic is the charge
ransfer rate of the normal oxygen reduction reaction. Unlike
he complex mechanics applied to anode reactions, the oxygen
eduction reaction is taken to occur in a single rate-determining
tep, and the reaction rate is described by Tafel kinetics as:

c = 6Fk5(pc/p0) euα5F/RT (21)

here p0 = 1.0 bar.
Polarization losses at the anode and cathode electrodes are

symmetric. In the cathode, polarization losses are caused by a
ombination of externally applied electrical loads and methanol

rossover, which fuels the parasitic side reaction. The parasitic
eaction rate is fastest under no-load conditions when the con-
entration in the active region is greatest, and the rate slows
hen an external load is applied because the concentration in
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Table 1
Average value calculations

Definition Expression

Average load current (A cm−2) Iload = �T−1

∫
�T

iload dt (26)

Average load voltage (V) Uload = �T−1

∫
�T

uload dt (27)

Average load power (W cm−2) Pload = �T−1

∫
�T

uloadiload dt (28)
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bination of CO oxidation and proton conductance through the
PEM. In the fourth region, polarization losses increase more
rapidly due to the limited rate at which methanol can diffuse to
the anode region and be adsorbed onto the anode catalyst.
E. Vilar, R.A. Dougal / Journal o

he active region decreases somewhat. Thus, the cathode is effec-
ively under a sustained current regardless of the external load,
ecause the parasitic current subsides as the external current
oad increases. On the other hand, methanol crossover does not
mpact the anode electrode, and so the anode polarization loss is
ue primarily to the external load. Moreover, because of the com-
ined impact of slow methanol oxidation kinetics and transfer
osses of liquid methanol to the active region, the overpotential
t the anode dominates the overall voltage–current dynamics of
he fuel cell. For the purposes of this study, the anode is modeled
ver its entire potential range, whereas the asymmetry between
he electrodes allows the cathode to be modeled only within
he active region, such that concentration overpotentials due to
xygen transfer are negligible.

.2. Calculating efficiency

The output voltage of the fuel cell is reduced by anodic and
athodic polarization losses plus some ohmic loss that is signif-
cant at higher currents due to the limited proton conductance of
he PEM. The load voltage is described by:

load = uo − ua − uc − σ−1
PEMiload (22)

he first right-hand term in (22), uo, is the ideal open-circuit
otential of a DMFC. It is directly related to the maximum
nergy that can be converted from the methanol fuel, and its
alue is determined by the Gibbs free energy of the methanol
ombustion reaction.

o = �G

6F
(23)

This maximum potential term is also useful for calculating the
fficiency of a fuel cell from its electrical dynamics as discussed
n ref. [16]. Under a constant load, the efficiency is given by the
ollowing power ratio:

= uloadiload

uo(iload + ip + ileak)
(24)

here the numerator is the electrical power delivered to the
xternally connected load, and the denominator is the total
ower released by the chemical reaction. Under pulsed-loading
egimes, which have been proposed to improve the performance
f a DMFC, the fuel cell achieves a periodic steady-state dur-
ng which COads is cleansed from the anode surface at regular
ntervals. Under these schemes, the efficiency is measured by
ntegrating the numerator and denominator of (24) over the
nterval of one pulse cycle.

T = 1

uo

∫
�T

(uloadiload)dt∫
�T

(iload + ip + ileak)dt
(25)

Hence, the different loading schemes can be compared using
his model by measuring the efficiency of the fuel cell under

quivalent constant-current and pulsed-current loads. Table 1
ists additional calculations (26)–(29) that are useful for analyz-
ng the average performance of the DMFC at periodic steady
tate.

F
c

verage power dissipated in the
anode reaction (W cm−2)

Pa = �T−1

∫
�T

ua(iload + ileak)dt (29)

.3. Parameter identification

The performance of the DMFC can be generalized by four
rocesses that influence the voltage–current characteristic of the
uel cell. We identify these processes in Fig. 1 with their regions
f influence mapped on the V–I plane. In the first region, mixed-
otential losses at the cathode electrode due to parasitic and
pplied current loads dominate; the combined losses are approx-
mately constant over the entire current range of the fuel cell.
n the second region, the no-load activation losses at the anode
lectrode dominate. We presume these to be about equal to the
mount of voltage overshoot observed when the current load
s suddenly removed from the DMFC. In the third and fourth
egions, activation losses increase with current due to a com-
ig. 1. Typical voltage–current characteristic of a DMFC showing regions that
orrespond to dominant processes affecting the polarization of the fuel cell.
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Because half-cell measurements have not been published
or the DMFC analyzed in this work, the anode overpotential
t steady-state is estimated from experimental data using the
ollowing:

a ≈ uo − uc(iload) − uload(iload) − σ−1
PEMiload (30)

n which iload is the load current drawn from the fuel cell, uload
he measured output voltage as a function of iload, and uc is the
alculated polarization loss at the cathode electrode also as a
unction of iload. In the analysis here, the cathode potential is
nitially presumed constant and equal to its open-circuit value
o that the parameters describing the dynamics in ranges 2–4 of
ig. 1 can be independently identified. We estimate the cathode
otential from experimental data using:

c(0) ≈ uo − uload(0) − ua(0) (31)

n which the no-load anode potential is estimated on the basis of
he observed voltage overshoot of the DMFC. After the model
arameters for the decoupled system are initially identified, the
athode dynamics are introduced to the model, and the reaction
ate coefficient, k5, is calculated from (21) under the no-load
ondition with known values for uc, a5, cc and KPEM. The last
arameter, KPEM, is calculated based on the material properties
f the membrane according to:

PEM = ετ DCH3OH

LPEM
(32)

An analytical expression for the steady-state load current can-
ot be easily derived from the state-space system described in
14)–(18) and (20), and so we alternatively solve the system by
a) recognizing that the steady-state current can be expressed as
a = 6Fr4, (b) combining only (14)–(16) to obtain an analytical
xpression for the current as a function of the anode overpoten-
ial and of the methanol concentration, and (c) implicitly solving
or the concentration of methanol in the anode compartment.
owever, even with these simplifications, the expression is too

umbersome to be useful for much more than computational
nalysis and it is not presented here.

On the other hand, some analysis is possible without elimi-
ating every dependent variable. In particular, the anode current
an be expressed at steady-state as a function of θOH and ua.

a = 6Fk1k2k4caθOH

k2k4θOH + k4k
′
2θOH e−uaF/RT + 4k1k4caθOH e−uaα2F/RT +

y evaluating this expression at the upper voltage limit, the
aximum load current is found to be:

a ≤ 6Fk1ca (34)

Partial solutions for the steady-state surface coverage terms
an be expressed in the same manner.
H = (4k1ca + k′
2 eua(α2−1)F/RT )(1 − θCO)

4k1ca + k2 euaα2F/RT + k′
2 eua(α2−1)F/RT

(35)

CO = k1ca(1 − θH)

k1ca + k4θOH euaα4F/RT
(36)

l
s
s
s
s
i
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2ca e−uaα4F/RT
(33)

OH = k3

k3 + k′
3ca e−uaF/RT + k4θCO eua(α4−α3)F/RT

(37)

he expression for θOH reveals that the coverage of OHads on
uthenium approaches zero at no-load if k3 � k′

3 + k4, and the
Hads coverage approaches unity at high potentials if α3 > α4.
he expressions for θCO and θH do not provide additional insight
bout model parameters; however, the equations do indicate that
he surface coverages of Hads and COads approach zero at the
igh voltage limit.

Many of the parameters are fitted using a searching algo-
ithm that attempts to minimize the error between modeled and
xperimental data. In particular, we apply a modified version of
he standard fminsearch function in MATLAB, fminsearchbnd,
hich is available from the Mathworks website. The total error

s composed of two data sets: one to compare steady-state values
nd another to compare the transient responses. These functions
re defined as follows:

SS =
∑

i

Ai[iload,ex(ua|i) − iload,th(ua|i)]2 (38)

TR =
∑

j

Bj[uload,ex(t|j) − uload,th(t|j)]2 (39)

he steady-state errors are evaluated for load currents at discrete
alues of the anode overpotential, whereas the transient errors
re evaluated for the load voltage at discrete instances of time.

The two errors are combined into a larger function so that
hey can be minimized simultaneously.

Total =
∑

k

WA,kESS,k +
∑
m

WB,mETR,m (40)

n practice, the algorithm must be repeated many times to iden-
ify the model, and between each repetition, it is often necessary
o manually adjust some weights and parameters to improve
oorly fit regions of data. Results of the parameter identification
ill be described next.

. Results and discussion

.1. Parameter identification

The purpose of this research is to model the transient response
f the DMFC voltage to step changes in the load current. To

chieve that, we apply the bi-functional multi-step methanol oxi-
ation mechanism to describe the transient voltage response of
he DMFC anode, and we also apply some methanol crossover
ynamics to account for transient losses at the cathode. The
odel description does not go so far as to incorporate higher-

evel effects related to stack temperature, air humidity and
toichiometric flow rates, making its application limited in

cope. These other operating conditions are controllable at the
ystem level, and it is necessary to regulate them to near con-
tant values if the parameters for this model are to be properly
dentified.
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the only steady-state reference for parameterizing the DMFC
ig. 2. Steady-state polarization curves from the model (solid line) and from
he experiment (data points).

Krewer and Sundmacher developed a DMFC mini-plant with
re-heaters that regulate the air and methanol fuel tempera-
ures and large pumps that supply very high flow rates of air
nd methanol to the fuel cell [14]. Due to the pre-heating and
igh flow rates, the stack temperature and fuel properties are
ffectively constant regardless of the electrical load condition;
herefore, the data reported for this DMFC are particularly well
uited for parameterizing the model in this work. Their DMFC

onsists of a single 26 cm2 cell with a Nafion 105 membrane.

The four sets of experimental data used to parameterize the
odel are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3 along with the corresponding

ig. 3. Transient voltage responses for three different load changes: the extreme
urrent step-down response from full load (0.157 A cm−2) to no-load (0 A cm−2)
�), the current step-up response from partial load (0.026 A cm−2) to full
oad (0.157 A cm−2) (+) and the moderate step-down response from 0.052 to
.026 A cm−2 (×). Solid lines are model data. Load voltages are normalized to
ermit comparison between model and experiment.
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imulated data from the parameterized model. In every case,
he experimental DMFC is operated at 1.7 bar and 333 K and is
upplied 1.0 mol L−1 of pre-heated methanol at 0.5 L min−1 and
ry air at 8.333 slpm [14]. The first figure plots the load voltage
easured at the terminals of the fuel cell, and the second figure

lots the transient voltage waveforms for three different step-
oading conditions. Two of the step loads result in a long transient
esponse. The voltage response to current step-down from full
oad (0.157 A cm−2) to no-load (0 A cm−2) requires about 220 s
o settle whereas the voltage response to current step-up from
artial load (0.026 A cm−2) to full load (0.157 A cm−2) requires
bout 160 s to complete. Finally, the response to a current step
own that lies within the normal operating range of the fuel
ell (from 0.052 down to 0.026 A cm−2) is comparatively fast,
equiring only about 20 s to reach steady state.

Due to an unexplained influence affecting voltage measure-
ents, the voltage among the four data sets varies by a maximum

f about 25 mV at steady state, making it difficult to parameter-
ze the model equally well for each case. Before calculating the
rror, ETR, in (39), we handle the measurement inconsistency
y normalizing the transient data using the following method:

ˆ load = uload(t) − uload(t0)

uload(tf) − uload(t0)
(41)

n this way, the error is calculated relative to the change in the
oad without influence from the initial and final values of the
oad voltage. The polarization data in Fig. 2 are not normalized
efore calculating the error, ESS, so the polarization data are
odel.
Table 2 lists the parameters for the DMFC model; it indicates

hich parameters are fitted, which parameters are known values,

able 2
odel parameters

ymbol Value Method

a 13.3 × 10−3 F cm−2 Fit

c 41.7 × 10−3 F cm−2 [20]
38.1 × 10−6 cm2 s−1 [17]

1 67.3 × 10−6 mol s−1 cm−2 Fit

2 80.5 × 10−9 mol s−1 cm−2 Fit
′
2 49.7 × 10−8 mol s−1 cm−2 Fit

3 17.1 × 10−10 mol s−1 cm−2 Fit
′
3 17.8 × 10−12 mol s−1 cm−2 Fit

4 20.5 × 10−9 mol s−1 cm−2 Fit

5 42.3 × 10−15 mol s−1 cm−2 Calculated

a 1.0 × 10−3 cm s−1 Fit

PEM 12.7 × 10−3 cm [14]

a 53.6 × 10−3 cm Calculated

2 0.320 Fit

3 0.830 Fit

4 0.265 Fit

5 0.875 [17]

pt 5.51 × 10−7 mol cm−2 Fit

ru 7.99 × 10−7 mol cm−2 Fit
0.3 [17]

leak 3.74 × 10−3 S cm−2 Fit

PEM 7.69 S cm−2 [21]
1.8 [17]
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nd which parameters are calculated. The material properties for
105 membranes in liquid DMFCs have not been well reported

n the literature, and so it was necessary to take parameters for
he PEM porosity and tortuosity from a similar membrane. In
his analysis, these parameters are taken from ref. [17] for an
112 membrane. In comparison to the N105 PEM used in the

xperimental study, the equivalent weight of the N112 PEM is
0% larger.

The remaining unknown parameters are identified or cal-
ulated by the process summarized in Section 2.3 with two
xceptions. The material properties for the anode compartment,
a and Va, are identified using the full-load step response of the
MFC, which slowly drops by 50 mV as the result of methanol

lowly decreasing in the anode compartment. We presume that
he time derivatives of methanol concentration and voltage are
roportional after the initial 200 mV drop such that the following
s true:

(dca) = duload

= uload(tf) − (uload(t0) − uload(tf)) e−t/τ (42)

he characteristic length of the anode compartment, Va, is then
elated to the mass transfer coefficient as follows:

a = τ(Ka + KPEM) (43)

here τ is the time constant in (42) and is calculated from the
xperimental data. The value of Ka is determined by incremen-
ally increasing its value until the full-load step response has a
oltage at t0 that is approximately 80% of the final value.

.2. Steady-state characteristics
The predicted steady-state polarization curves for the fuel
ell when the methanol feed concentration ranges from 0.25
o 2.0 mol L−1 are plotted in Fig. 4 with the reference case

ig. 4. Terminal voltage of the fuel cell available to the load (left axis) and the
ethanol concentration in the anode compartment (right axis), as functions of

oad current and methanol feed concentration. The feed concentrations are 0.25,
.5, 1.0 and 2.0 mol L−1, and the bolded lines correspond to cf = 1.0 mol L−1.
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f = 1.0 mol L−1 drawn with a bold line. The predicted polariza-
ion curves are typical and are consistent with results reported
hroughout the literature. When the load current is small, the
olarization curves are tightly grouped, but as the current
ncreases, the voltages diverge toward zero in succession, begin-
ing with the curve with the lowest methanol concentration. This
gure also shows the effect of the load current on the internal
oncentration of methanol in the anode compartment. Under a
o-load condition, the concentration in the anode is somewhat
ess than the concentration supplied to the fuel cell because
ome methanol diffuses past the anode catalyst through the
EM. At maximum current, the concentration is only reduced

o about 50%, indicating that the predominant factor limit-
ng the current is methanol adsorption onto the catalyst and
ot methanol transfer through the backing layer of the fuel
ell.

Increasing the methanol feed concentration boosts the load
apacity of the fuel cell, but at the cost of also increasing
he rate of methanol crossover, thereby making the fuel cell
ess efficient. This trade-off is demonstrated in Fig. 5: when
upplied 0.25 mol L−1 methanol concentration the efficiency
f the DMFC peaks at 20% and the no-load parasitic cur-
ent is 37 mA cm−2, but when the concentration is increased
o 1.0 mol L−1, the peak efficiency drops to 13% and the no-
oad parasitic current rises to 150 mA cm−2. This model predicts
oor efficiencies for this fuel cell, which can be explained in part
y the nominal 60 ◦C operating temperature, which causes high
ctivation losses, and the thin N105 membrane, which allows
igh rates of methanol crossover (a standard N117 membrane
s 40% thicker). Perhaps the largest factor contributing to poor
fficiency is the limited load capacity of this fuel cell, which

−2
as a maximum current of only 185 mA cm at the reference
oncentration. In contrast, Neergat et al. achieved current densi-
ies of 450 mA cm−2 with their DMFC using the same methanol
oncentration and operating temperature [6].

ig. 5. Efficiency of the DMFC (left axis) and the parasitic current (right axis),
s functions of load current and methanol feed concentration. The feed concen-
rations are 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 mol L−1, and the bolded lines correspond to

f = 1.0 mol L−1.
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Fig. 6. Potential losses in steady state at each electrode and across the membrane
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Fig. 7. Fractional surface coverages of adsorbed intermediates (θCO, θOH and
θ

c
t

o
t
m
d
s
l
values of 0.026, 0.052, 0.105 and 0.157 A cm−2. The first figure
plots the voltage states of the anode and cathode electrodes as
well as the terminal voltage of the DMFC and the load current
drawn from the fuel cell. Fig. 8 reveals that the decrease of load

Fig. 8. Transient response of voltages to a pulsed-current load of increasing
s functions of load current and methanol feed concentration. The feed concen-
rations are 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 mol L−1, and the bolded lines correspond to

f = 1.0 mol L−1.

The polarization curves of the anode and cathode electrodes
re plotted in Fig. 6 as functions of the total load current, which is
efined as the summation of the load and leakage currents: iload
lus ileak. Unlike the anode potential, the cathode is polarized
y the parasitic side reaction because of methanol crossover.
he zero-current potential at the cathode has a typical value of
75 mV and fluctuates by ±35 mV, depending on the methanol
oncentration in the fuel supply. The anode activation loss is
teep at low currents, rising from 0 to 200 mV with just a small
0 mA cm−2 load. Due to the leakage current that causes some
ctivation loss in the anode, the actual no-load polarization loss
t the anode is 120 mV, which is within the peak overshoot
bserved at the no-load condition but 30–130 mV less than the
o-load half-cell potentials measured in refs. [6,18,19].

Fig. 7 shows the surface coverages of the three intermediates
n the anode catalyst as functions of the anode overpotential
n steady state. At no-load, COads covers nearly all platinum
atalyst sites because little OHads is available to facilitate the
xidation of COads. However, as the load increases, more OHads
ccumulates on the ruthenium surface and the oxidation rate
mproves. The higher oxidation rate purges COads from cata-
yst sites, and the newly cleared sites are subsequently filled
ith chemisorbed hydrogen. The hydrogen coverage crests at

bout 250 mV, signifying a transition in the rate-determining
tep from hydrogen desorption to methanol chemisorption at this
otential. The anode potential and methanol concentration both
ffect the amount of COads coverage at the anode. At 300 mV,
he coverage ranges from 55% at 2.0 mol L−1 down to 20% at
.25 mol L−1. The same span is achieved at 2.0 mol L−1 when
he anode potential is increased from 300 to 500 mV.
.3. Pulsed-current loading

This model incorporates six states that describe the transient
erformance of the DMFC: ua, uc, ca, θCO, θH and θOH. All

m
0
l
p

H) on the anode in steady state as functions of load current and methanol feed
oncentration. The feed concentrations are 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 mol L−1, and
he bolded lines correspond to cf = 1.0 mol L−1.

f these states except the cathode potential, uc, directly affect
he transient dynamics at the anode, whereas only uc and the

ethanol concentration, ca (which drives methanol crossover),
irectly affect the transient dynamics at the cathode. Figs. 8 and 9
how the transient responses of these states to a pulsed-current
oad, which alternates between zero and the successively higher
agnitude (current magnitude in succession for each pulse is 0.026, 0.052,
.105 and 0.157 A cm−2). Beginning with the topmost plot, the figure shows
oad current, load voltage, anode potential loss and cathode potential loss. The
ulse period is 500 s.
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Fig. 9. Transient response of non-electrical states to a pulsed-current load of
increasing magnitude (current magnitude in succession for each pulse is 0.026,
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extremes of pulse duty. When the duty is large, a 100% increase
of duty from 10% to 20% yields a negligible increase in the peak
.052, 0.105 and 0.157 A cm−2). The topmost plot shows the methanol concen-
ration in the anode compartment, and the remaining plots show in descending
rder the surface coverages θCO, θOH and θH. The pulse period is 500 s.

oltage is mainly attributed to anode losses which approaches
50 mV at full load, in contrast to cathode losses, which amount
nly to 30 mV at full load. Fig. 9 shows the methanol concentra-
ion in the anode compartment along with the coverages of the
hree adsorbates. From this figure, we note that the non-minimal
hase response of θH significantly influences the overshoot and
ndershoot of the anode potential. A more detailed plot of these
tates is provided in Fig. 10. The non-minimum phase response

f θH occurs because the first reaction step is taken to be voltage-
ndependent in (9). Consequently, the deviation of r1 lags behind
he other reaction rates when the current load is interrupted, and
o the reaction produces a temporary abundance or deficiency of

ig. 10. Detailed view of the transient anode potential (left axis) and the transient
urface coverage θH (right axis) from Figs. 8 and 9.
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ydrogen, depending on the direction of the current step. Inter-
stingly, the peak overshoot of the anode potential diminishes
ith higher pulsed loads, such that eventually no voltage over-

hoot is discernable in the transient response when the DMFC is
tepped up to a full-load condition. The same trend is observed
n the experimental data of ref. [14], as well as for a different
MFC in refs. [3,4].
As outlined in Section 1, the literature reflects much interest

egarding the possibility of cleansing COads from the surface of
he anode by intermittently increasing the current. It has been
hown experimentally that these high current pulses temporarily
aise the voltage available to the load, thereby creating a period
f higher potential where a larger-than-normal amount of power
ight be delivered to the load. However, it has not been demon-

trated that pulsed-current loading actually improves efficiency
n comparison to a conventionally loaded DMFC supplying an
quivalent constant current. Our next objective, then, was to
nvestigate the efficiency of this process through simulation.

The simulation applies to the DMFC described in Section
.1, in which the temperature and fuel supply rates are con-
tant. Fig. 11 shows the voltage measured at the terminals of
he fuel cell when it is nominally loaded at 0.026 A cm−2 and
eriodically pulsed to a full-load current of 0.157 A cm−2. Sev-
ral waveforms are plotted for pulse duties (ratio of pulse high
ime to pulse period) ranging from 0.5% to 20% in duration. In
very case, the total pulse period is 20 s, and the waveforms are
lways plotted at periodic steady state. These results show that
he peak voltage is a strong function of the duty ratio, with the
argest voltage effect occurring when the duty ratio is large, and
he minimum effect occurring when the duty ratio is small; how-
ver, the benefit appears to exhibit asymptotic behavior at both
otential, and when the duty is small, a 100% increase from 0.5%
o 1.0% also yields only a small increase in potential. Between

ig. 11. Transient voltage responses at periodic steady state to pulse loads with
he following duty ratios: 0.2 (solid line), 0.1, 0.06, 0.04, 0.02, 0.01 and 0.005.
n all cases, the pulse period is 20 s.
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ig. 12. Transient surface coverage θCO, at periodic steady state on the anode
atalyst over one pulse cycle for duty ratios of 0.2 (solid line), 0.1, 0.06, 0.04,
.02, 0.01 and 0.005. In all cases, the pulse period is 20 s.

he extremes, the largest incremental increases in potential occur
ear pulse duties of 2%. The lack of response at either extreme
an be explained by the results in Fig. 12, which shows the effect
f the duty ratio on the amount of COads purged from the anode
urface. In this case, the pulse duration must be sufficiently long
efore a significant amount of COads can be oxidized. On the
ther hand, if an excessively long pulse is applied, no additional
Oads can be removed.

A summary of how competing pulse regimes affect the aver-

ge terminal voltage of the DMFC is given in Fig. 13, which
lots the additional voltage above the amount that is normally
enerated by the fuel cell when loaded by an equivalent constant

ig. 13. Additional voltage (averaged over one pulse cycle) sourced to the load
hen the DMFC is pulsed-current loaded vs. when the fuel cell is loaded with

n equivalent constant current. Pulse periods are 20 (×), 5.0 (	), 2.5 (♦) and
.0 s (�).
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urrent (later analysis compares the performance of the DMFC
ased on equivalent power loads). The equivalent current loads
re equal to the average of the pulse current calculated by (26)
n Table 1 or from the duty ratio according to the following:

load = (1 − d)ilow + dihigh (44)

The plot shows cases for periods of 1.0, 2.5, 5.0 and 20 s,
nd in each case the potentials are averaged over the entire pulse
ycle using (27) in Table 1. The maximum voltage gain is almost
0 mV and occurs within a period of about 2.5–5.0 s and an
verage pulse-current range of about 60–70 mA cm−2. The aver-
ge voltages decrease when the pulse periods are short because
he oxidation period is not sufficient to decrease the amount of
Oads on the anode surface. Alternatively, when the pulse period

s long, the surface concentration of COads is allowed to fully
volve between oxidation cycles, thereby limiting the effect of
he pulse-loading routine.

Fig. 14 provides some insight into how pulsed loading affects
he efficiency of the device. This plot shows the ratio of energy
upplied to the load versus the total energy extracted from the
ethanol fuel as a function of time, such that the value at the end

f the pulse cycle corresponds to the efficiency of the DMFC as
efined in (25). As in the earlier case, the pulse cycle is 20 s.
uring the low-current duration of the pulse, the energy ratio of

he device is improved by a peak factor of about 1.12 between the
uties of 0.5% and 20%, and this improvement can be attributed
o the decreased amount of COads and to the higher average
otential of the DMFC. When the current is stepped up, the
raction of power supplied to the load increases steeply for about
s, and the boost occurs because the fuel cell potential drops
lowly as COads is purged from the surface (note in Fig. 11 that
he sluggish response is not repeated when the current is stepped
ack down). After the 2-s duration, the energy ratio continues to
ncrease because the fuel cell has transitioned to a more efficient

ig. 14. Transient energy ratios (energy supplied to the load vs. the total energy
onsumed by the fuel cell) plotted over one pulse cycle at periodic steady state.
uty ratios are 0.2 (solid line), 0.1, 0.06, 0.04, 0.02, 0.01 and 0.005. In all cases,

he pulse period is 20 s.
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Fig. 15. Additional power transferred to the load when the fuel cell is pulsed vs.
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quivalently loaded with a constant current (top), and the respective amounts of
ower that are additionally dissipated in the anode (bottom). Pulse periods are
0 (×), 5.0 (	), 2.5 (♦) and 1.0 s (�).

perating point, 0.157 A cm−2, and if the higher current were
aintained for a long time, the energy ratio would eventually

ise above 10% as it approached the steady-state value shown in
ig. 5.

Thus far, the simulation analysis has shown that pulsed load-
ng improves the average potential of the DMFC and that it
ncreases the energy transfer efficiency during the post-cleansing
hase of the current pulse. However, further analysis indicates
hat pulse loading is not the superior operating method. In the
op plot of Fig. 15, results comparing the pulsed-current and
quivalent constant-current load methods show the difference
n average power transferred to the load, and under every pulsed
ondition tested, the amount of average power transferred when
he DMFC is pulsed is less than when it is loaded by an equiva-
ent constant current. Moreover, as the pulse period is increased,
ess and less average power is transferred from the fuel cell. The
ottom plot shows that when the fuel cell current is pulsed, most
f the power not transferred to the load dissipates in the anode
eaction as activation energy. The plot in Fig. 16 summarizes the
esults of this analysis, showing that the equivalent-current load-
ng method is more efficient than pulse loading regardless of the
ower transferred to the load (average powers are calculated by

28) and (29) in Table 1). In other words, this additional analy-
is shows that pulse loading may negatively affect the efficiency
f the DMFC, rather than improve it. This result is contrary
o earlier experimental reports, but those reports only demon-
ig. 16. Efficiency of the fuel cell as a function of the average power supplied
o the load under a constant current (©) and pulsed currents with periods of 20
×), 5.0 (	), 2.5 (♦) and 1.0 s (�).

trated that pulse loading improves the terminal potential of the
MFC, which we have shown does increase, even while the net

fficiency decreases.

. Conclusion

The method of intermittently cleansing adsorbed CO from
DMFC anode was analyzed using a transient domain model

f the DMFC and the method was shown to be an ineffective
ay to increase the energy efficiency of the fuel cell. The anal-
sis employed a new system level model that, unlike previous
ystem-level models, retained states for three reaction intermedi-
tes on the catalyst surface so that the step response of the DMFC
ould be predicted over a full range of load currents, including
teps down to no load and up to full load. Using model param-
ters identified from published experimental data, the transient
ynamics of the system were modeled and analyzed. The volt-
ge response following a step down to zero-current showed that
he anode kinetics can account for nearly the entire overshoot of
oltage above the normal open-circuit potential, and the magni-
ude of that overshoot appears to be related to the non-minimum
hase response of the hydrogen adsorbate. Although intermittent
ulses of increased current within the nominal operating range
f the DMFC were shown to periodically cleanse the CO from
he catalyst and thereby boost the average potential of the fuel
ell, a more detailed analysis revealed that the pulsed-current
pproach actually dissipates more energy in the anode reaction
han it produces, thus making it less efficient than operating at
onstant current.
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